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1 The Game of Sprouts

The Game of Sprouts was invented in 1967 by mathematicians John H. Conway and Michael
S. Paterson.[1] Sprouts is a two-player ‘pencil and paper’ game where players draw lines
between dots on a piece of paper. For simple variations of Sprouts, there are known winning
strategies, but at this time, it is not known whether any of these work in more complex vari-
ations of the game. To determine this, we have decided to examine random games played
by a computer. In attempting to do this, we have discovered that the game of Sprouts is
difficult to describe computationally. In this paper, we outline the rules of the game and
how they might be formulated in Mathematica.

1.1 How to Play Sprouts:

The game begins with n number of dots already placed at random on the sheet of paper.
Players alternate turns drawing lines between dots according to the following rules:

• Lines may be drawn in any shape or direction provided that they do not intersect.

• When a line is drawn, a new dot is added somewhere along its length.

• The maximum number of attachments between lines and a given dot may not exceed
three (a line looped to the same dot represents two attachments)

The game ends when there are no more allowable moves. The objective of the games is
to be the last player to make an allowable move.

2 Programming the computer to play Sprouts

-The computer cannot visualize the game as well as we can.
-We need to tell the computer what the ’board’ looks like.
For programming purposes, we will refer to dots as vertices, and lines or curves as edges.
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The computer knows that vertices and edges exist, but it does not ground them on
a basic 2-D plane as we do with paper. This eliminates the need to cross over lines and
makes all moves of allowable degree do-able in the eyes of the computer.

3 A Program based on LISTS

Using lists will allow the computer to realize moves it is capable of making.
our program will be based on the following terms:

• ‘face’ - a list of the joinable points within a border.

• ‘theborder’ - the outer boundary of a face.

• ‘faceborder’ - the vertices that make up the boudary and are connected to the boudary
inside of the face.

• ‘nonborder’ - those points in the face that are not part of the faceborder.

In the following image, there is an example of the terms for a particular ‘face’ or region
of joinable points.

• The face is simply a list of all the blue and cyan vertices.

• The border is all the vertices along the dotted blue line.

• The faceborder includes all the blue vertices, which consists of the vertices along both
the solid and dotted blue line.

• The nonborder is all the cyan vertices.
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Note: The vertices inside the cyan boundary are not part of the face, and as such cannot
be connected without crossing over a line. Also the outer connected vertices are not part of
the faceborder because they are not within the face.
Composing a list of ‘faces’ gives the computer ALL points that can be joined within a
boundary, or border.
Specifying the ‘faceborder’ makes the computer aware of points that are attached to the
border, and thus cannot be encompassed by a new face.

3.1 Creating these lists using the computer

You can’t at every step look at the graph and manually put items into specific lists because
that becomes too tedious. Therefore we need some kind of code that can determine which
points have properties of specific lists and place them based on their restrictions and simi-
larities.

When creating these lists, there exist different ‘cases’ we have identified, of which need
different treatment to analyze and sort. Three particular ‘cases’ we have identified to need
different treatment, specifically for when a new face is created are the following:

CASE 1: There exist no similar pts in theborder[ranface] and theborder[a], and no similar
pts in any other border.

CASE 2: There exist no similar pts in theborder[ranface] and theborder[a]. However, it
shares similar pts with another border.

CASE 3: There exist similar pts in theborder[ranface] and theborder[a].
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Figure 1: example of Case 1
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However, when a move is made in which a new face is not created, lists still need to be
updated because a new vertex has been added to the graph and not only does it belong to
a face, but may also belong to an existing faceborder(will only ever be faceborder[ranface]
since that is the only faceborder within the face you are working in) and both the face and
faceborder will need updating. The current code will update the face, but has no implemen-
tation currently updating the faceborder, however, it will be simple to input.

The current code for updating the face:
face[ranface] = Union[face[ranface], ndots[G]];
LiveFaces[[ranface]] = face[ranface];

Steps to take to update the faceborder:
Perform a Cases command test to determine if the new vertex is part of the connected
component that intersects theborder[ranface]. If it does, then the vertex will be added to
faceborder[ranface].

3.2 border, theborder[#]

In case 1, since there is no change to the border we are working in, theborder[ranface], the
borders are simple to determine:

theborder[ranface]= theborder[ranface]
and

theborder[a]= Union[ShortestPath[G,c1,b2],{ndots[G]+1}]

Case 2 behaves similarly for determining theborder.

In case 3, determining theborder requires a bit more work. Firstly, it is mutating with
the old border, and ‘stealing’ some of the old border’s points, theborder[a] however stays the
same, since it is determined when it is made.
For, theborder[ranface] we need to take on the new path, and eliminate the path common to
the new border and the old border but not the two vertices that begin and end that path.
However, they don’t need much attention since if they fit those properties they must already
have degree of 3 and can form no more connections.

Therefore,

theborder[a] = theborder[a]

and

theborder[ranface]= Union[
Complement[Union[theborder[ranface],border],Intersection[border[ranface],border],
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Cases[ShortestPath[G,c1,b2],x ?(MemberQ[B,#]==True&)]][[1]],
Cases[ShortestPath[G,c1,b2],x ?(MemberQ[B,#]==True&)]][[-1]]]

B= Intersection[border[ranface],border]

3.3 faceborder[#]

In case 1 and 2, faceborder[ranface] does not change because the new face and border was
not connected to the faceborder of the face we are working in.
Therefore,

faceborder[ranface]=faceborder[ranface]; no change.

Now, we will take a look at the new border and what is attached to it, faceborder[a], for
a Case 1 situation. Since a connection just closed to make a border, we need to determine
which branched off connected points lie inside of it, and which don’t.
First we must isolate all the points that are attached to the border, since those are the ones
we will be deciding to be in or out. We can isolate the border and its connected pieces by
performing a case search for that specific connected component that the border is part of:

Cases[ConnectedComponents[G],x ?(MemberQ[#,border[[1]]]==True&)]

If we subtract from that the points of theborder[a] using the Complement command, we will
then have isolated the specific points.
Following the above directions would allow for the computer to be capable of making more
available moves. However, simpler code will place all branched connected pieces either inside
or outside. This is done by the following bit of code:

ran=RandomInteger[1,2]
choices={Cases[ConnectedComponents[G],x ?(MemberQ[#,border[[1]]]==True&)],border}
faceborder[a]=choices[[ran]]

The available moves we avoid by this can still be made depending on the order in which
the computer connects vertices.

To determine faceborder[a] in a Case 2 situation is still complicated. First, you would need
to determine how many other borders share similar points using the Cases command. Since
this is Case 2, there is a minimum of one shared border. There may exist other borders that
do not share similar border points within the base Connected Component, those vertices
are among the vertices we need to determine lie in or out of the new face, and whether or
not are on the new faceborder. You need to perform a Cases test that finds the Connected
Component then Intersect that with the face[ranface], and then subtract off the new border,
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and any borders that have similar vertices with the new border. That will leave you with all
branched vertices and components. You will need to seperately define the similar vertices
of all borders that intersect the new border. Next, you need to determine which border the
vertices branches off of using another Cases test.

• vertices laying on a shared border vertex will be part of the new faceborder

• vertices laying on one of the other borders’ vertices [not a shared vertex] will not be
part of the new faceborder.

• and vertices laying on the new border can be chosen at random to be part of the new
faceborder.

In a Case 3 situation to determine the faceborder[a] and the faceborder[ranface] has not
yet been implemented in my code. In order to determine it you first need to specify which
vertices are in theborder[a] and not theborder[ranface](keep in mind it has been updated,
and since the first and last vertex along those paths must be dead, you do not need to
take them into much concern). You then need to specify the vertices on theborder[a] that
intersect any on theborder[ranface] and specify the vertices on theborder[ranface] that aren’t
on theborder[a].

• vertices connected to a vertex in Complement[theborder[a],theborder[ranface]] must be
in faceborder[a].

• vertices connected to a vertex in Intersection[theborder[a],theborder[ranface]] can be
either in faceborder[a] or not.

• and vertices connected to a vertex in Complement[theborder[ranface],theborder[a]] can
not be in faceborder[a]

3.4 face[#]

In order to create a facelist you must know the faceborder of the enclosed area, and the
floating points around it(or simply the nonborder points). You then need to decide which
points of nonborder to be inside the new face, and respectively the rest to be inside ranface.
If two or more vertices of nonborder are connected, they need to be part of the same face.
and Thus,

face[a]=Union[faceborder[a],Take[A,ran]]

Take[A, ran] is simply a way to calculate the components to be place inside the new face.

face[ranface] = Complement[[Complement[face[ranface], Complement[
faceborder[a], border]]],Take[A, ran]]

Ranface takes on all nonborder vertices that face[a] does not.
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Figure 4: Determining the face in Cases 2+3

My code does not yet cover Cases 2+3, since the faceborder[a] and faceborder[ranface]
has not yet been specified for those cases. However, to go about determing the face[a] and
face[ranface] for these cases is similar to Case 1. It behaves like Case 1 to determine which
nonborder vertices will be in the new face or not. However, it contains points that from the
new border that become isolated from the face we are working in (face[ranface]) which need
to be found and removed from the list face[ranface]. In Figure 4, the green vertices fall under
this condition, any other vertices along the green lines, will also fall under these conditions.

4 The Code

4.1 Define the variables.

The degree of a vertex, refers to how many lines meet at that vertex. In the code, livevertices
is a list of all the vertices of the graph that the degree is less than 3. Deadvertices, are vertices
of degree 3, which cannot form any more connections.

ndots[H_] := Length[Vertices[H]];

nsteps[H_Graph] := ndots[H] - startdots;

nFaces[H_Graph] := Length[ConnectedComponents[H]] + 1 - Length[Vertices[H]]

+ Length[Edges[H]];

degree[i_, H_] := Degrees[H][[i]]

DegreeSum[F_, H_Graph] := Sum[degree[F[[k]], H], {k, 1, Length[F]}];

LiveFaceQ[F_, H_] :=

If[DegreeSum[F, H] <= 3*Length[F] - 2, True, False];
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livevertices = Function[{F, H}, DeleteCases[F, x_?(degree[#, H] == 3 &)]];

deadvertices = Function[{F, H}, Complement[F, livevertices[F, H]]];

face[#] &[a];

faceborder[#] &[a];

theborder[#] &[a];

4.2 Create initial graph and specify number of starting vertices.

This code creates a plot of a specified number of startdots and creates the initial lists of
LiveFaces, FaceBorders, and Borders.

startdots = 2;

T = Range[startdots];

G = MakeGraph[T, False];

ShowGraph[G, VertexNumber -> True];

face[1] = Range[startdots];

faceborder[1] = {};

theborder[1] = {};

LiveFaces = {face[1]};

FaceBorders = {faceborder[1]};

Borders = {theborder[1]};

4.3 Calculate the next move.

In this bit of code, first we choose a LiveFace to work in, then find 2 livevertices to connect.
We also determine what the border of a new face will be, if one is made.

ranface = RandomInteger[{1, Length[LiveFaces]}];

c = Length[Intersection[livevertices[VertexList[G], G], Flatten[face[ranface]]]];

T = Range[c];

a = RandomInteger[{1, c}];

c1 = Intersection[livevertices[VertexList[G], G], Flatten[face[ranface]]][[a]]

Drop[T, {a}];

p = RandomPermutation[c - 1];

A = Permute[Drop[T, {a}], p];

b = A[[1]];

b2 = Intersection[livevertices[VertexList[G], G], Flatten[face[ranface]]][[b]]

ShortestPath[G, c1, b2]

border = Union[ShortestPath[G, c1, b2], {ndots[G] + 1}]
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4.4 Perform the move; Add the new vertex and edges.

In order to avoid having to locate the newly created line and correctly place a new vertex on
it, we first creat a new vertex and then connect it to the specified vertices(or vertex) with
two new edges.

G = AddVertex[G];

G = AddEdges[G, {{c1, Length[Vertices[G]]}, {b2, Length[Vertices[G]]}}];

ShowGraph[SpringEmbedding[G]]

face[ranface] = Union[face[ranface], {{ndots[G]}}];

LiveFaces[[ranface]] = face[ranface];

4.5 Code is needed for determining if the faceborder has changed.
If it has, it needs to be updated.

4.6 Code needed to determine if a new face was created, and to
determine which case it satisfys.

We can currently determine the number of faces using:

nFaces[H Graph] := Length[ConnectedComponents[H]]+1- Length[Vertices[H]]+
Length[Edges[H]];

4.7 Case 1,2,3

Code needed to determine which case we are working with, based on the properties of each
case, listed in the report.

4.8 If Case 1 use this code:

theborder[a] = border

Borders = Insert[Borders, theborder[a], a]

theborder[ranface] = theborder[ranface]

faceborder[ranface] = faceborder[ranface]

ran = RandomInteger[{1, 2}];

choices = {(*Flatten?*)Cases[ConnectedComponents[G], x_?(MemberQ[#, border[[1]]]

== True &)], border};

faceborder[a] = choices[[ran]]

FaceBorders = Insert[FaceBorders, faceborder[a], a]

Visualborder = Complement[face[ranface], Complement[

Complement[face[ranface], Subsets[border]], Intesection[face[ranface], border]]];

Nonborder = Complement[face[ranface], Visualborder];
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Intersection[ConnectedComponents[G], Subsets[Nonborder]];

tbl = Length[Intersection[ConnectedComponents[G], Subsets[Nonborder]]];

ran = RandomInteger[{0, tbl}];

p = RandomPermutation[tbl];

A = Permute[Intersection[ConnectedComponents[G], Subsets[Nonborder]], p];

Take[A, ran];

face[a] = Union[faceborder[a], Take[A, ran]]

face[ranface] = Complement[[Complement[face[ranface], Complement[

faceborder[a], border]]], Take[A, ran]]

LiveFaces = Insert[LiveFaces, face[a], a]

LiveFaces[[ranface]] = face[ranface]

4.9 If Case 2 use this code:

Case 2 still requires code written to define the faceborder[a], face[a], and face[ranface].

theborder[a] = border

Borders = Insert[Borders, theborder[a], a]

theborder[ranface] = theborder[ranface]

faceborder[ranface] = faceborder[ranface]

4.10 If Case 3 use this code:

Case 3 still requries code written to define the faceborder[ranface], faceborder[a], face[a], and
face[ranface].

theborder[a] = border

Borders = Insert[Borders, theborder[a], a]

B = Intersection[theborder[ranface], border]

theborder[ranface] = Union[Complement[Union[theborder[ranface], border], B],

Cases[ShortestPath[G, c1, b2], x_?(MemberQ[B, #] == True &)][[1]],

Cases[ShortestPath[G, c1, b2], x_?(MemberQ[B, #] == True &)][[-1]]]

Borders[[ranface]] = theborder[ranface]

4.11 The Code

The code needs to be manually run until a while loop is created and all the determination
factors are written.

Needs["Combinatorica‘"]

Needs["GraphUtilities‘"]

ndots[H_] := Length[Vertices[H]];
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nsteps[H_Graph] := ndots[H] - startdots;

nFaces[H_Graph] := Length[ConnectedComponents[H]] + 1 - Length[Vertices[H]]

+ Length[Edges[H]];

degree[i_, H_] := Degrees[H][[i]]

DegreeSum[F_, H_Graph] := Sum[degree[F[[k]], H], {k, 1, Length[F]}];

LiveFaceQ[F_, H_] := If[DegreeSum[F, H] <= 3*Length[F] - 2, True, False];

livevertices = Function[{F, H}, DeleteCases[F, x_?(degree[#, H] == 3 &)]];

deadvertices = Function[{F, H}, Complement[F, livevertices[F, H]]];

face[#] &[a];

faceborder[#] &[a];

theborder[#] &[a];

startdots = 2;

T = Range[startdots];

G = MakeGraph[T, False];

ShowGraph[G, VertexNumber -> True];

face[1] = Range[startdots];

faceborder[1] = {};

theborder[1] = {};

LiveFaces = {face[1]};

FaceBorders = {faceborder[1]};

Borders = {theborder[1]};

ranface = RandomInteger[{1, Length[LiveFaces]}];

c = Length[Intersection[livevertices[VertexList[G], G], Flatten[face[ranface]]]];

T = Range[c];

a = RandomInteger[{1, c}];

c1 = Intersection[livevertices[VertexList[G], G], Flatten[face[ranface]]][[a]]

Drop[T, {a}];

p = RandomPermutation[c - 1];

A = Permute[Drop[T, {a}], p];

b = A[[1]];

b2 = Intersection[livevertices[VertexList[G], G], Flatten[face[ranface]]][[b]]

ShortestPath[G, c1, b2]

border = Union[ShortestPath[G, c1, b2], {ndots[G] + 1}]
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G = AddVertex[G];

G = AddEdges[G, {{c1, Length[Vertices[G]]}, {b2, Length[Vertices[G]]}}];

ShowGraph[SpringEmbedding[G]]

face[ranface] = Union[face[ranface], {{ndots[G]}}];

LiveFaces[[ranface]] = face[ranface];

(*If CASE 1*)

theborder[a] = border

Borders = Insert[Borders, theborder[a], a]

theborder[ranface] = theborder[ranface]

faceborder[ranface] = faceborder[ranface]

ran = RandomInteger[{1, 2}];

choices = {(*Flatten?*)Cases[ConnectedComponents[G], x_?(MemberQ[#, border[[1]]]

== True &)], border};

faceborder[a] = choices[[ran]]

FaceBorders = Insert[FaceBorders, faceborder[a], a]

Visualborder = Complement[face[ranface], Complement[

Complement[face[ranface], Subsets[border]], Intesection[face[ranface], border]]];

Nonborder = Complement[face[ranface], Visualborder];

Intersection[ConnectedComponents[G], Subsets[Nonborder]];

tbl = Length[Intersection[ConnectedComponents[G], Subsets[Nonborder]]];

ran = RandomInteger[{0, tbl}];

p = RandomPermutation[tbl];

A = Permute[Intersection[ConnectedComponents[G], Subsets[Nonborder]], p];

Take[A, ran];

face[a] = Union[faceborder[a], Take[A, ran]]

face[ranface] = Complement[[Complement[face[ranface], Complement[

faceborder[a], border]]], Take[A, ran]]

LiveFaces = Insert[LiveFaces, face[a], a]

LiveFaces[[ranface]] = face[ranface]

(*If CASE 2*)

theborder[a] = border

Borders = Insert[Borders, theborder[a], a]

theborder[ranface] = theborder[ranface]

faceborder[ranface] = faceborder[ranface]

(*If CASE 3*)

theborder[a] = border
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Borders = Insert[Borders, theborder[a], a]

B = Intersection[theborder[ranface], border]

theborder[ranface] = Union[Complement[Union[theborder[ranface], border], B],

Cases[ShortestPath[G, c1, b2], x_?(MemberQ[B, #] == True &)][[1]],

Cases[ShortestPath[G, c1, b2], x_?(MemberQ[B, #] == True &)][[-1]]]

Borders[[ranface]] = theborder[ranface]
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